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Abstract. Automatic multiple sclerosis (MS) lesion segmentation in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a challenging task due to the small
size of the lesions, its heterogeneous shape and distribution, overlapping
tissue intensity distributions, and the inherent artifacts of MRI. In this
paper we propose a pipeline for MS lesion segmentation that combines
prior knowledge and contextual information into a boosting classiﬁer.
The prior knowledge is introduced in terms of atlas distribution of the
main brain tissues while the contextual information is based on a large
set of features describing the spatial context in the lesion neighbourhood.
Besides, we investigate the inclusion of a probability map describing the
likelihood of a voxel to be an outlier, i.e. not being part of any healthy
tissue. The experimental results, performed using a set of 30 MRI volumes of MS patients with very diﬀerent lesion load, shows the feasibility
of our approach. Besides, the results demonstrate the beneﬁts of taking
the outlier map into account.

1

Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain has been widely used during
the last years in clinical practice. Due to its high soft contrast tissue, this image
modality is the best choice on several research topics related to the brain such
as disease diagnosis and patient follow-up, therapy evaluation or human brain
mapping. Accurate and robust brain tissue and lesion segmentation from MRI
is a key issue in many applications of medical image analysis and, particularly,
in the study of multiple sclerosis (MS). Manual tracing by an expert of the three
brain tissue types, white matter (WM), grey matter (GM) and cerebrospinal
ﬂuid (CSF) as well as white matter lesions (WML) is far too time consuming as
the data involved in studies is large. On the other hand, automated and reliable
tissue classiﬁcation is a demanding task as the intensity representation of the
data does not allow a clear delimitation of the diﬀerent tissue types present in
a natural MRI. This is due to the partial volume (PV) eﬀect (presence of more
than one brain tissue type in a voxel), image noise and intensity non-uniformities
caused by the inhomogeneities in the magnetic ﬁeld of the MR scanner.
In [5] the state of the art on MS lesion segmentation was analysed, concluding
that the use of a priori knowledge can improve the segmentation of brain tissues.
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Furthermore, one of the most common strategies relying on prior knowledge
consists on registering a template (called atlas) with tissue priors to aid the
segmentation [1]. Probabilistic atlases deﬁne a soft segmentation of the brain
providing a probability for each voxel to belong to a certain structure or tissue.
These soft segmentations can be then used on probabilistic approaches to detect
abnormal tissue types as outliers, i.e. multiple sclerosis lesions [5]. However, due
to the variability in terms of shape, size and location of lesions, there has not
been much works relying on probabilistic maps for abnormal tissue types. A
close approximation could be to learn an outlier map from image intensities to
help the MS segmentation as proposed on the work of Schmidt et al. [9].
Other common supervised approaches rely on the use of a classiﬁcation algorithm. These algorithms involve a ﬁrst stage in which a model is estimated
on training data composed by a set of features and their corresponding ground
truth, and a second stage in which the model is tested on a new dataset to provide
the desired classiﬁcation. Most classiﬁcation algorithms diﬀerentiate between lesion and not lesion (object and background), however, other algorithms can use
multiple labels for each tissue and produce a probabilistic map as a result. These
probabilistic maps are usually the result of using an ensemble of classiﬁers such
as random forests [3] or boosting [6]. These strategies combine simple discriminative classiﬁers that focus on a small subset of a rich feature pool to classify a
training set. One of the advantages of this specialisation is the implicit feature
selection applied to the dataset. These strategies give a stronger impact to the
most discriminating features while underscoring or discarding the less discriminating ones. Notice that having a rich pool of features is important when using
ensemble classiﬁers. These features can comprise image intensities, spatial locations, atlas probabilities or more complex features such as meta-features that
exploit contextual information [3]. These approaches have been extensively used
in other domains such as object detection [10].
In this paper, following the idea of the work of Geremia et al. [3], we propose
a novel classiﬁcation approach which aims to segment MS lesions on MRI. Our
approach is based on an ensemble classiﬁer of linear discriminants with a rich
feature pool that combines multi-channel image intensities, probability maps,
contextual meta-features and an outlier map based on image intensities. This
map is an extension of the approach introduced by Schmidt et al. [9] in order to
deal with multiple channels. The experimental evaluation is done with real data
from two hospitals.

2
2.1

MS Lesion Segmentation Pipeline
Preprocessing

Skull Stripping. The presence of non-brain tissues in the MRI scans aﬀects
intensity distributions on the image. This is also inherent to the capture process
but it is not clear how the probability density function of each main tissue (GM,
WM and CSF) is altered by those external intensities. However, segmentation
results are usually improved when those voxels are masked out. We apply here
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the BET tool from the FSL toolbox [4], which is freely available and widely used
on brain image analysis, to perform the skull stripping process.
Bias Correction and Noise Reduction. As any capture system, signals are
corrupted by noise, often assumed additive and following a Gaussian distribution.
Inhomogeneities on the magnetic ﬁeld also cause a smooth inhomogeneity ﬁeld
across the MRI [12]. This artifact is also known as bias ﬁeld. Even though those
two issues can not be avoided on acquisition, they can be reduced in order
to increase the signal to noise ratio. In our approach we ﬁrst use a gradient
anisotropic diﬀusion algorithm to reduce the image noise. Afterwards, we use
the N4 algorithm [11] to correct the intensity inhomogeneities.
Registration. A registration step is needed in order to align the atlas with the
new volume. When dealing with intersubject applications such as atlas matching,
nonrigid algorithms can explain better local anatomical variations between the
template and the subject brain. Notice this is a situation in which rigid methods
fail to reproduce. In our proposal, we have implemented one of the most common
registration methods based on a multi-resolution approach [8]. We start with a
pre-registration using aﬃne transformations to globally align the atlas template
and the patient’s scan, followed by a multi-resolution b-spline transformation.
2.2

Outlier Map

Lesions are usually seen as hyperintense regions on PD-w, T2-w images and
FLAIR. However, lesions may present a wide range of grey level values on T1-w
images (ranging from normal appearing WM to CSF). Although FLAIR provides
a good contrast between tissues and WML, it also presents some disadvantages
and artifacts that may cause misclassiﬁcations and false positive (FP) detections [7]. Moreover, lesions should also appear on PD-w and T2-w images, while
most FLAIR artifacts should not be present. Therefore, we decided to extend
the map presented by Schmidt et al. [9] to a multidimensional outlier map using
PD-w and T2-w images to reduce the FP presence (see Fig. 1). The original
approach consisted on assigning to each voxel the distance to a previously estimated tissue distribution for WM, GM and CSF (since WML have a higher
intensity than all 3 tissues) when the value was positive and 0 otherwise. We propose to extend this approach to multi-channel using the Mahalanobis distance
as follows:

d(x, θk ) if ∀s : I s (x) > μsk
(1)
Ok (x) =
0
otherwise
where x represents the voxel coordinates, s = {T2 , P D, F LAIR}, k ∈ {CSF, GM,
W M }, θk = {μk , Σk } and d(x, θk ) is computed using the following equation:

d(x, θk ) = (I(x) − μk )Σk−1 (I(x) − μk )t
(2)
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the outlier map computation. θk represents the mean and covariance
matrix of each tissue k used to compute the Mahalanobis distance to obtain the outlier
maps for that tissue.

Afterwards, we sum together the three tissue maps and weight them using the
WM probabilistic atlas to reduce the eﬀect of outliers outside the tissue. Finally,
we relax this map using neighbouring information for each voxel.
2.3

Context Meta-Features

Even though the outlier map can be used to detect lesions as hyperintense outliers, due to image artifacts other regions may present similar properties. These
false positive regions are usually located at unlikely places for WML (such as
the cortex). Contextual information or spatial constraints can, therefore, aid
automated strategies to diﬀerentiate between real lesions and artifacts.
To introduce this information we propose to use meta-features similar to the
ones presented by Geremia et al. [3]. These meta-features (see Fig. 2 ) provide a
comparison between the voxel on channel C1 (which can be either a probabilistic
map or an intensity image) to the mean of two diﬀerent regions (R1 and R2 ) on
channel C2 as follows:
λ(x) = C1 (x) − C2 (R1 ) − C2 (R2 )

(3)

where C1 , C2 ∈ {I , πk , Ok }, I is the image D ∈ {T1 , P D, T2 , F LAIR} and πk
is the probability atlas for tissue k.
The three-dimensional regions R1 and R2 are randomly sampled (in size,
shape and location) in a neighbouring cube around the voxel x, and the mean
for them is eﬃciently computed using integral volume processing.
D

2.4

D

Boosting Classifier

At this point we have a rich pool of features characterised by 4 intensity channels
(T1-w, PD-w, T2-w and FLAIR), 3 probabilistic atlases (CSF, GM and WM),
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the meta-features. The 3D regions R1 and R2 are randomly sampled
inside a ﬁxed neighbourhood around the central voxel x.

an outlier map, a set of randomly sampled context features and a set of training
cases. From these training cases we randomly sample a set of positive examples
pertaining to WML and negative samples pertaining to any tissue with a ratio
of 1 positive example for 3 negative ones (to account for the 3 possible tissues).
These samples are the ones used to train a classiﬁer. We decide here to use the
Gentleboost algorithm [2], which is based on the simple idea that the sum of
weak classiﬁers can produce a strong classiﬁer. In the Gentleboost algorithm,
the weak classiﬁers (ht ) are regression stumps with one of the features, so at
each round t (of a total of Nrounds ) the feature with less error is selected. The
weak classiﬁer used is:
ht (p) = aδ(pi > th) + b

(4)

where th is a threshold that determines if pattern x belongs to the object class,
xi is the ith dimension of x, and a and b are parameters selected to minimise the
error of the classiﬁer (a is the regression slope and b the oﬀset). At each round
the training data weights (z) are updated, increasing in the following round the
possibility of classifying correctly the previous incorrectly classiﬁed points:
zt+1 = zt ey·ht (p)

(5)

Hence, when testing a new data, the ﬁnal (strong) classiﬁer is computed using
the weak classiﬁer created at each round of the boosting. Therefore, the testing
data is classiﬁed according to the sign of the sum of weak classiﬁers:
H(p) =

Nrounds


ht (p)

(6)

t

The absolute value of H(p) shows the conﬁdence of the classiﬁed data.

3

Results

The dataset contains 30 cases and it comprises images from two diﬀerent hospitals: 15 cases were acquired using a 1.5T Siemens Symphony Quantum scanner
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Fig. 3. Two diﬀerent slices for each hospital with the ground truth, the segmentation
using the lesion map and the segmentation without the lesion map

(Hospital Vall d’Hebron - 1XX) and the other 15 were obtained using a 1.5T
Philips Intera scanner (Hospital Josep Trueta - 2XX). The scanning protocol
included T1-w, T2-w, PD-w and FLAIR images for each patient with 1 × 1 ×
3 mm dimensions. All cases were manually annotated by an expert radiologist.
The database contained a high variability in terms of lesion load per patient and
also per hospital.
To evaluate the approach, we performed 2 diﬀerent experiments: one using
only image intensities, atlas probabilities and 800 context features, and a second
one where we extended the feature pool by adding the outlier map as a feature
and as part of the context features computation. For each experiment we created
5 diﬀerent feature sets (with random R1 and R2 regions) that were used on a
leave-one-out strategy per hospital.
During the training step, for each training set (containing 14 images from the
same hospital) we randomly sampled 5 diﬀerent sets of positive and negative
examples. These samples were then used to train the classiﬁer. Finally this classiﬁer was used on the testing image to perform the segmentation. Therefore, for
each patient we obtained 50 diﬀerent classiﬁcation maps (25 with lesion map and
25 without) that were thresholded to obtain the ﬁnal segmentation. To obtain
the threshold, we tested the classiﬁer with the training images and computed the
optimal threshold for each one according to the Dice similarity coeﬃcient (DSC)
value. Afterwards, the mean of those thresholds was used on the new patient’s
output. Fig. 3 shows some qualitative results of segmentations for one patient
of each hospital. For comparative purposes, we also include, in our analysis, the
results obtained by the optimal threshold.
Fig. 4.a) shows a comparison of the segmentation results in terms of DSC
between training the classiﬁer with the outlier map or without it. In this plot,
the images are ordered in terms of lesion load in ascending order. Therefore, the
last image is the one with the highest lesion load. In average, when using the
lesion map, DSC values were higher (with the exception of the cases with a low
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Comparison between using or not using the outlier map as a feature and
(b) DSC values when using the lesion map according to the lesion volume

lesion load), pointing to a better training and classiﬁcation process when this
feature is used. Moreover, the ﬁrst feature selected by the classiﬁer (and thus
the most discriminative one) was always the outlier map, meaning that the map
is a good initial estimate of the WML.
In Fig. 4.b) we can see a better comparison between the total lesion load and
obtained DSC values when using the outlier map. Results are presented for the
estimated ﬁnal threshold and the optimal threshold in terms of DSC. In this plot,
three sets of results can be diﬀerentiated in terms of lesion load. The ﬁrst group
comprises the cases with the lowest lesion load (less than 100 voxels), the second
group comprises the cases with what we consider a medium lesion load (between
100 and 5000 voxels) and the last group comprises the cases with a high lesion
load (more than 5000 voxels). We can clearly see how the ﬁrst group obtained
lowest results due mostly to false positives and the diﬃculty of segmenting small
lesions, while the second group showed a linear correlation between the lesion
load and the DSC value. Finally, we can see that the last group (the one with
patients with big lesions) obtained fairly good results in terms of DSC (with a
mean of 0.5), mainly due to the higher number of true positive voxels. This proves
that the higher the lesion load, the easier the segmentation. It also demonstrates
how the DSC measure is biased to size when both the automatic and manual
masks are small.
Regarding the lesion detection performance, using the outlier map we obtained
mean true positive fraction values of 53% and 63% for hospital Vall d’Hebron
and Josep Trueta respectively, in contrast to a mean true positive fraction of 49%
and 51% when the outlier map is not used. The true positive fractions obtained
with the outlier map are higher than those recently reported by Geremia et al. [3]
and in accordance with the current state of the art within the automatic MS
lesion segmentation.

4

Conclusions

A boosting classiﬁcation approach to segment MS lesions on brain MRI have
been presented in this paper. The classiﬁcation has been done using a rich pool
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of features which include intensity features, contextual features and an extended
version of the outlier map introduced in [9] to deal with multi-channel images.
The experimental results obtained with two datasets from two diﬀerent hospitals
have shown a better segmentation when using the extended outlier map as a
feature in conjunction with the classical and contextual features. Further work
will intend to improve the speciﬁcity of the approach, being this a common issue
in all the automated approaches, as well as to optimise the approach for 3T
images, to be tested with the 2008 MS Challenge database.
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